
Working as a student

Jack hard at work.

All work and no play? Student Ambassador Jack looks at working
as a student

At times, it can be a tricky balancing act but I’ve benefited
greatly from getting a glimpse into the world of work; from
stepping into a completely different environment to University
study, doing something I enjoy whilst gaining different skills
from those I might develop at University.

I think I am in an incredibly fortunate position. I’m able to
study full-time at a thriving, diverse university, with all
the extracurricular and social opportunities that offers, but
also work at one of Edinburgh’s busiest tourist attractions.

I work at the Royal Yacht Britannia as a Sales Assistant
overseeing ticket sales and working in the gift shop. Every
week during term I’m able to work just one day and then work
practically full-time over summer, so from that point of view
I’ve  been  very  lucky  to  have  a  supportive  and  flexible
employer who has been able to offer me this contract.

It’s fantastic to work with the public alongside a highly
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engaged customer service team, and it’s also widened my social
group outwith University. I love representing my city – of
which I am extraordinarily proud – by working in the tourist
industry.

To any student who is thinking about what it is like working
and studying, I would say it is certainly testing. There have
been weeks when I have found it tough, juggling deadlines and
shifts – University is hard enough and any job is a big
commitment. But I think it’s challenged me to be more prepared
and organised, not least when it comes to good time management
– a vital skill in any workplace – and I’ve become a more
rounded and experienced individual for it. I would very much
encourage you to consider whether a wee job on the side could
be beneficial to you – if nothing else, it’s some extra cash
for us poor students!

 


